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In the face of the current extinction crisis and severely limited conservation resources, safeguarding the tree of life is increasingly recognized as a high priority. We conducted a first systematic global assessment of the conservation of phylogenetic diversity (PD) that uses realistic area targets and highlights the key areas for conservation of the mammalian tree of life. Our approach offers a substantially more effective conservation solution than one focused on species. In many locations, priorities for PD differ substantially from those of a species-based approach that ignores evolutionary relationships. This discrepancy increases rapidly as the amount of land available for conservation declines, as does the relative benefit for mammal conservation (for the same area protected). This benefit is equivalent to an additional 5900 Myr of distinct mammalian evolution captured simply through a better informed choice of priority areas. Our study uses area targets for PD to generate more realistic conservation scenarios, and tests the impact of phylogenetic uncertainty when selecting areas to represent diversity across a phylogeny. It demonstrates the opportunity of using rapidly growing phylogenetic information in conservation planning and the readiness for a new generation of conservation planning applications that explicitly consider the heritage of the tree of life's biodiversity.
Background
In the face of the current extinction crisis [1] and severely limited conservation resources, safeguarding the tree of life is increasingly recognized as a high priority [2] [3] [4] [5] . This has led to a widespread focus on measures informed by evolutionary relationships, such as phylogenetic diversity (PD; [6] ). These measures are used for many purposes now, but were originally devised to tackle questions of triage or conservation priority, based on a recognition that named taxa such as species are not equal in the amount of life's diversity that would be lost if a given taxon became extinct. PD counts the phylogenetic branch lengths joining a set of species (or other biota) to the root of their phylogenetic tree, and thus indicates their collective contribution to the tree of life, typically in terms of amounts of neutral genetic variation, or the amount of time for which a given lineage has existed separately. The reasons for conserving PD are largely the same as for other approaches to biodiversity conservation: actual and potential utility to humanity such as ecosystem services, as well as an intrinsic obligation to reduce the rate of anthropogenic decline of life's diversity. Whereas species counts represent the number of taxonomic units, PD quantifies the amount of difference represented by these units. PD has been associated with ecosystem productivity [7] and plant medicinal uses [8] , maximizing the persistence of variants with potential to thrive under new environmental conditions, and protecting diversity that is not yet known to be important [9] .
A renewed focus on evolutionary relationships in conservation is due, in part, to advances in both phylogenetic and spatial data over the past decade. These advances have radically improved our ability to estimate phylogenies, to quantify PD, to assess how patterns of relatedness and PD vary across geography [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and to identify places where much PD is restricted to small areas [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This work is crucial in providing an inventory of the world's diversity and a better understanding of the processes responsible for its spatial variation.
These areas of research stand distinct from systematic conservation planning (SCP) which is a widely used technique to identify areas or actions that, in combination, maximize conservation benefit while minimizing the overall cost [18, 19] . Spatial SCP accounts for the size and overlap of conservation features when finding the sets of areas that can meet conservation goals most efficiently. Apart from being able to include the real or opportunity costs of conservation (such as land value, management costs and foregone economic uses), SCP can also respond to other processes, such as ecosystem connectivity or threats, to contribute to complex real-world conservation challenges such as in forest management [20] , and freshwater [21] and marine environments [22] .
Various studies have demonstrated the utility and implementation of these area-selection approaches for PD (including [8, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ). However, despite continuing growth in spatial and phylogenetic biodiversity data [10, 28, 29] and ongoing research interest [30] , the broader application of phylogenies in spatial SCP has remained surprisingly limited. Some evidence from simulations [31] and empirical work [32] suggested that the areas selected by species-based conservation also perform well for PD conservation, especially when trees are balanced (i.e. with similar numbers of species in clades of similar age), or evolutionarily distinct species are concentrated in species-rich areas [31] . Even where the use of PD was shown to make a large difference to the choice of areas [8] , the actual conservation gain found from this strategy was small (electronic supplementary material figure S3C in [8] ). However, the question of whether species-based conservation is an effective surrogate for PD has not been tested in a more realistic scenario-for example, including proper conservation targets-and mounting evidence of diversification and geographical distribution of clades [10, 33] suggests that such cases, in which phylogenetic information offers little conservation improvement, should be uncommon.
The choice of conservation targets is known to be important in SCP [34] , and we suggest that the target strategy may be central in understanding previous findings of limited conservation benefit of using PD over species in SCP. The single-occurrence approach to phylogenetic SCP, found in most previous studies, considers a species or branch is to be sufficiently protected by reserving one geographical location where it occurs. Ecologically sound conservation requires setting meaningful area targets larger than a single occurrence [35] . While recent studies have used targets, to assess PD conservation [36, 37] in existing protected areas (PAs), area targets have not been evaluated in conservation planning, but could support better conservation prioritization and enable us to re-assess the benefits of phylogenetic SCP.
Two developments make it timely to re-assess the role that phylogeny-informed conservation planning could play. First, the greatly improved extent, resolution and availability of phylogenetic [10, 28, 38] and spatial information now allow for meaningful, phylogenetically informed global conservation assessments for major clades such as mammals and birds [4, 39] . Second, earlier assessments have usually relied on custom-built in-house research code [8, 26, 32] , but recent studies [27, 40, 41] have opened the way to the use of PD with mainstream SCP software packages which are designed to support far more complex and realistic conservation scenarios. These include area targets, as well as integrating biodiversity information with factors such as cost and spatial configuration, to provide spatial conservation solutions in real landscapes. Importantly, they are also supported by a global user community of land-use planners and researchers.
In this study, we build on these advances to provide global, target-area-based SCP that addresses PD, conservation targets and phylogenetic uncertainty. We use a straightforward method to include phylogenetic information in readily accessible spatial planning and decision-support tools [42, 43] focusing here on two tools, MARXAN [42] and PRIORITIZR [44] , which each allow the setting of area targets for the protection of any feature of conservation value, and explicitly define the conservation objectives being sought. We aim to provide a straightforward and general approach to phylogenetically informed spatial conservation planning for target-based area prioritization, supported by scripts which prepare phylogenetic data for MARXAN.
Instead of the traditional use of species as conservation features, we use branches on a phylogeny [27, 40, 45] and their geographical distribution. Although the phylogeny is still occasionally represented by phylogenetic groups as conservation features [46] , branches of a phylogeny represent an easily interpretable and understood conservation metric (millions of years of evolutionary history). Faith [47] argues that branch lengths represent features which capture known and unknown traits which will contribute to human utility (option value [48] ) and future evolution. Asmyhr et al. [40] demonstrated the application of MARXAN to phylogenetic SCP, using a model system with a very limited number of sites and clades. We use a similar approach, but at a global scale, to optimize across thousands of areas and phylogenetic branches, and to set species and clade level targets for area to be conserved. This supports more reliable and efficient real-world conservation solutions by allowing for ecologically or expert-driven minimum areas. While our target approach is generic, conservation planning at a finer resolution could use detailed information about species biology for targets that are more responsive to the requirements of individual species.
Here, we apply phylogenetically informed SCP with real area targets to 4778 terrestrial mammal species. We (i) identify priority areas for the efficient safeguarding of mammalian evolutionary diversity and (ii) compare PD-based conservation planning with a traditional species-focused approach while (iii) using meaningful area targets and (iv) accounting for phylogenetic uncertainty. We aim to make these approaches readily available to conservation practitioners, with the expectation that phylogenetic approaches to conservation planning could become commonplace alongside those focused on species.
Material and methods (a) Spatial and phylogenetic data for land mammals
We extracted expert range maps for the world's terrestrial mammal species [49] , with each grid cell representing a planning unit (PU). For each PU, we recorded the proportion of its area intersecting the species range. Timing and ancestral relationships in the mammal radiation were represented at species level by a 5020 species supertree [28] . Taxonomic alignment resulted in a dataset of 4778 terrestrial species with spatial and phylogenetic data, across 12 146 PUs [14] . To account for phylogenetic uncertainty due to unresolved nodes on the tree, we drew 100 trees at random from the distribution of fully resolved trees generated by Kuhn et al. [50] . Repeating the conservation analysis over trees resolved by this technique provides a more realistic branch length distribution and offers an avenue to make phylogenetic uncertainty explicit in the results. In future work, this sampling could be done from a formal Bayesian posterior distribution.
(b) Phylogenetic systematic conservation planning
Our phylogenetic approach to SCP allows the conservation planning software designed for features such as species or ecosystems, to select areas to optimize the representation of PD, given other constraints. Our method extends recent approaches [27, 40, 45] in four important ways: (i) scaling its operation to a global scale across thousands of areas and phylogenetic tips; (ii) explorating the use of area targets in phylogenetic SCP; (iii) incorporating phylogenetic uncertainty in phylogenetic SCP; and (iv) importantly for further practical application, providing code that prepares phylogenetic and spatial data for use in the standard SCP software.
In this approach, summarized in electronic supplementary material, figure S1 , the conservation features are branches on a phylogeny. Each branch, at any level on the tree, has a geographical distribution defined by the union of the ranges of the tree tips descending from that branch. Or, for the case of abundances, a branch could be represented by the sum of populations or individuals at the tips. Alternatively with species distribution models, the probability of occurrence of each internal branch would be calculated from the probabilities for its descendent tips [27, 51, 52] .
Each branch is then assigned a weight proportional to its length, indicating the relative importance of meeting the conservation target for that branch. Simply providing the conservation planning algorithm, with the geographical distribution of each branch and its length-based weighting, enables the software to seek a solution which maximizes PD. Thus, specialized conservation planning software is not needed to handle the hierarchical relationship between phylogenetic branches, because it is implicit in the nested geographical ranges of terminal taxa and their ancestral branches. Because each branch is weighted in proportion to its length, there is no risk that an internal branch will be given greater (or lesser) priority due to the number of its descendent lineages.
These steps to prepare the input data (electronic supplementary material, figure S1) should be generally applicable to support phylogenetic SCP in standard conservation planning tools which are not 'aware' of the hierarchical structure of the phylogeny:
(1) Create a sites-by-branches matrix, which extends a standard sites-by-species matrix by adding a column for each internal branch (representing a group of species or other tips).
A branch occurs in a PU if any of its descendant tips occur there. Here, we used the proportion of each PU occupied by a species as a measure of occurrence. Where multiple descendants of a branch occur in the same PU, we summed the areas occupied within the PU, up to the total area of the PU. (2) Assign a representation target to each branch, based on the geographical range of the branch and the rules for targets discussed below. (3) Assign a weighting to each terminal and internal branch, proportional to its length. This weight-conservation feature penalty factor (CFPF)-adjusts the penalty for falling short of the representation target for a branch in proportion to its length and to the area of the shortfall. Longer branches have higher penalties and are thus more important.
We captured phylogenetic uncertainty by preparing multiple versions of these input data, one for each of the 100 alternative mammal trees sampled from a Bayesian posterior distribution, as well as an equivalent species-only conservation scenario for comparison. To ensure, for subsequent comparison, that the PD and species conservation scenarios placed equivalent weight on meeting representation targets, we set the CFPF for each species in the species scenario to equal the mean CFPF value for terminal taxa in the PD scenario.
(c) Targets for representative conservation
We set targets using a bounded percentage strategy, similar to previous global studies [53, 54] , to prioritize the representation of narrowly distributed species and lineages. A target of 25% of the geographical range of each species and internal branch was set, constrained to a minimum target of 1 PU (1.2 Â ) to ensure that widespread species and clades are protected, but do not monopolize scarce conservation resources. Setting a maximum target for very large ranges may be relevant for species SCP, but far more so for phylogenetic SCP in which conservation features include many deep branches with widespread descendent clades. We calculated ranges based on the proportion of each PU occupied, so a target of one PU could be met by several PU partly occupied by the species or lineage. We did not consider the difference between cost of areas for conservation explicitly, but made cost proportional to the land area of each PU, which varied only when a PU was partly covered by sea.
An example of the data formats, and the R scripts to generate them from a phylogeny and species ranges, are available at github.com/danrosauer/phylospatial.
(d) Optimized selection of areas
We ran MARXAN (version 2.4.3; [42] ) on a computing cluster to select sets of PUs which best met the targets for representation of terrestrial mammal PD. MARXAN generates multiple results for each analysis, giving a distribution of potential solutions through repeated independent searches of the solution space. MARXAN ran separately for the following scenarios: (i) 10 repeats for each of the 100 alternative trees for the PD scenario and (ii) 10 repeats for each of the 100 alternative trees for the species scenario. In the species scenario, the trees did not affect the choice of areas, but were used to evaluate its effectiveness at capturing PD. For each set of 1000 runs, irreplaceability [55] was calculated as the proportion of times that a given PU was selected. We compared irreplaceability for each PU between the PD and species scenarios.
Phylogenetic approaches to conservation are needed (and were conceived) for situations where it is not possible to meet conservation goals for all species [5] . If conservation resources were available to meet targets for all species, then PD (at species level and above) would also be protected without any need to consider it explicitly. It is precisely when not all species targets can be met, and we must prioritize which elements of biodiversity to protect, that a difference is expected between species and PD-based conservation planning. This is also representative of real-world constraints in which sufficient areas to be managed for conservation are rarely available in the required locations. We thus, limited the total available for conservation in each scenario with limits, defined as a percentage of total global land, from 2% to 17%. A clear indication of the most irreplaceable areas under the most limited conservation scenarios may also be of practical use to target improved management. We therefore, examined a wide rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20170627 range in area available for spatial conservation planning and how this affects the efficacy of a PD-informed approach. Conveniently, the R package PRIORITIZR [44] is able to solve problems using the input files formatted for MARXAN, but it was far slower than MARXAN for our analyses, limiting its use across multiple trees. We chose PRIORITIZR for the explicit comparison of optimization performance, because it specifies the level of optimality which was achieved, but used the MARXAN results to represent phylogenetic uncertainty across multiple trees, and to map irreplaceability. For each of the area limits, the PD optimization was compared with its matched species run, to calculate the proportional change in PD captured due to the use of phylogenetic information, as (PD PD /PD species ) 2 1.
(e) Model evaluation
To evaluate the effect of novel components of this method, we performed five further analyses, described fully in the supplementary methods. First, we partitioned the variation between results to determine how much of the variation was due to phylogenetic uncertainty. Second, we explored how the difference in conservation outcomes between species and phylogenetic SCP might affect particular species, by evaluating the outcome for evolutionarily distinct species identified through the EDGE project (http://edgeofexistence.org; [56] ). Third, we compared the irreplaceability of each PU with the proportion of that unit which is currently in PAs. Fourth, we compared our targets, which are applied to each branch (representing a species or clade), with targets placed on species only, in which each branch is treated as protected if any one of its descendent species meets its reservation target. Finally, to test the sensitivity of our results to the choice of area targets, we compared them with a single-occurrence strategy used in previous studies [8, 31, 32] by re-running the SCP analyses with a target of one occurrence of each branch.
Results and discussion (a) Effectiveness of phylogenetically informed systematic conservation planning
The benefits of phylogenetically informed conservation planning for retaining the tree of life strongly increase as the area available for conservation declines (figure 1b). The proportional gain due to use of PD was greatest for the smallest conservation scenario that we tested (2% of global land), in which phylogenetically informed SCP captured 31.7% more global mammal PD than the species scenario within the same total area, a substantial benefit across the whole mammal radiation. As expected, the proportion of overall PD conserved at first decreases slowly, then strongly as available area decreases (figure 1a). While a carefully chosen 17% of land could safeguard 98.9% of PD, this drops to just 54.1% for 2% of land. But it is the difference between the PD and species sceanarios that is most striking. An additional 5943 Myr of distinct mammal evolutionary history could be conserved (in an optimally selected 2% of global land) simply by a better informed choice of areas. For comparison, the same increase in a species conservation strategy would be equivalent to meeting the conservation targets for an additional 621 mammal species without increasing the area protected. The size of this effect is specific to the reservation targets used, and while we expect this result to be typical of other large groups, this must be determined empirically. It is also likely that for smaller clades the benefit of using PD in conservation would be more variable, with even larger benefits in some cases. A prudent approach before major conservation investment is thus to assess the size of the conservation benefit of using phylogenetic information when identifying priority areas, as the cost of doing so is small compared with the potential for improved conservation outcomes. Our study found a far larger benefit of phylogenetic SCP than the previous studies [8, 31, 32] . We propose that this could be due to our use of more realistic targets related to range size, compared with the single area occurrences in previous comparative studies. With single-occurrence targets, the benefit of using PD compared with species optimization was far lower than for range-based targets and close to zero when greater than 9% of land was reserved (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). In other words, when we adopted a simple, single-occurrence strategy, we found far less benefit of using phylogenetic SCP, with results closer to previous studies using that strategy. This strengthens our conclusion that under more realistic conservation targets, phylogenetic SCP can offer an important advantage.
Land and funds to implement successful protection strategies are limited. While current PAs cover 12.9% of Figure 1 . (a) Percentage of total mammal PD captured when optimizing for PD (triangles) and for species (diamonds). Almost 54% of our PD conservation targets could be achieved in just 2% of global land by optimizing for PD explicitly, increasing with total area protected to 99% in 17% of all land. (b) Increase in PD captured by optimizing for PD rather than for species, which is the proportional difference between the results in (a). The improvement is tiny for large land areas, but the benefit of using PD grows rapidly as available land reduces, to almost 32% more PD captured for 2% of land conserved. (Online version in colour.)
rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20170627 non-Antarctic global land, the resources and land available, in practice, to specifically target for conservation of known portions of the tree of life may be far more limited than the size of existing conservation areas, or current agreements, would suggest. There are strong biases in the location of existing reserves [57] , and even designated PAs are often not managed effectively for conservation, so a clear indication of the very most irreplaceable areas under the most limited conservation scenarios may be of practical use to target improved management and identify new foci for globally important conservation.
(b) Key areas for global mammal conservation
The key areas for safeguarding the mammalian tree of life, given 10% of the land surface, are shown in figure 2 . A total of 2.7% of global land was found to be highly irreplaceable (red in figure 2) for conserving the greatest possible portion of mammal PD within the set limit of global land area, and thus critically important for ensuring the future of the world's diverse mammal lineages. These areas are widely scattered, as one would expect when the objective is to sample as widely as possible from mammalian evolutionary diversity which is itself structured spatially by biogeographic history and environmental gradients [58] . Variation among areas in frequency of selection by MARXAN reflects flexibility in the choice of areas to meet these conservation objectives efficiently and uncertainty in the phylogenetic relationships. Moderate irreplaceability, as found in South Africa, Borneo and the Guyana Plateau in South America (figure 2), does not indicate that these areas are of low importance, but rather there is choice within such regions about which particular areas to include. With a lower area available for planned conservation (e.g. 2.5%, electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ), there is far less flexibility, and a majority of areas chosen were highly irreplaceable (1.5% of global land). Some of the highlighted areas in figure 2 are already well managed for conservation, so not all areas would require major investment to protect diversity. However, all the high-ranking areas are crucial to the future of the mammalian tree of life, and should be evaluated further for inclusion (or retention) in a protected area or for active conservation management.
(c) Phylogenetically informed prioritization identifies important areas that species conservation planning misses
Phylogenetic information had a large effect on spatial conservation priorities, with important differences in the areas chosen compared with a traditional, species-based prioritization that is agnostic of evolutionary relationships. High-priority areas for efficient conservation of PD, which were overlooked in the species analysis (red in figure 3 ; electronic supplementary material, figure S4), were found across all continents, but particularly in parts of Central Asia, Australia, Spain and North Africa. A smaller range of areas (blue) were far less important for PD than species conservation. Areas of agreement, in the top quartile for species and PD (green), covered 3.3% of global land, with 3.0% ranking highly for species only and 1.2% for PD only. From a theoretical viewpoint, one would expect correspondence between the priorities for PD conservation (figure 2), and centres of phylogenetic endemism for mammals [14] where much evolutionary diversity is restricted to small areas. Furthermore, areas with endemic species on deep branches (palaeoendemism) would tend to be far more important for PD than species conservation, and such areas (figure 3a in reference 14) are significantly associated with long-term isolation by sea (continuous through Late Pleistocene glacial cycles), while this is not the case for species endemism. The difference in areas chosen to efficiently preserve mammal species or PD also becomes more stark as available land declines. For example, with 2.5% of global land available for protection (electronic supplementary material, figure S4 ), the majority of the areas identified for PD conservation in western Russia, Australia, Madagascar, South Africa and northwest United States did not match areas selected for species conservation. If more limited (and arguably more achievable) conservation options are considered, or if the pool of potential areas for conservation is smaller in the future, the choice between species-and PD-based priorities will matter greatly, and the use of phylogenetic information will be more important to protect the tree of life.
These differences in locations also show implications of the difference in priorities between the PD-and species-based targets in practice, with PD favouring evolutionarily distinct species with fewer close relatives. While both methods performed similarly across targets for all species (in 10% of global land, species prioritization met 61% and PD 58%), for the top 10 species in our study on the list of evolutionarily distinct and globally endangered species (EDGE; [56] ), on average 41% of conservation targets were met in the species scenario, increasing to 73% with choices informed by PD. These effects were consistent across the range of total area for conservation (electronic supplementary material, figure S5 ). This result shows the PD conservation strategy performing as it should: it gives higher priority to species that represent more unique evolutionary diversity.
(d) Phylogenetic uncertainty
Phylogenetic uncertainty is a typical element of studies based on evolutionary relationships, but has not been applied in phylogenetic SCP. A recent study looked at the impact of phylogenetic uncertainty in conservation prioritization and concluded that it played 'a very minor role in the prioritization outcome' [59] . The study's method was similar to phylogenetic SCP, but merely prioritized higher PD areas for conservation, rather than seeking a complementary representation of this diversity. This is analogous to simply selecting areas of high species richness, rather than complementary areas which together represent the region's species. We found that phylogenetic uncertainty affects the frequency with which areas are selected (figure 2) and that the solutions for each tree tend to be similar in the areas selected, clustering together in ordination space (electronic supplementary material, figures S6 and S7). In other words, variation between solutions is greater between trees (phylogenetic uncertainty) than within trees (model optimization uncertainty), as confirmed by MANOVA (
). By running the prioritization across a Bayesian posterior distribution of trees, this approach reflects phylogenetic uncertainty in the solution. Our finding highlights the limitations of planning for conservation from just a single best tree, and shows how further sequencing-based or bioinformatic improvements to the tree of life may have direct relevance for an efficient and cost-effective spatial conservation prioritization.
(e) Branch reservation targets
The focus on area targets for PD in conservation planning in this study is novel (but see [41] ), and one aspect deserves further discussion. Targets for internal branches are, in effect, conservation goals for the clade descended from each branch, and their rationale is similar to species-level targets. This logic of scoring solutions based on their ability to protect the range of internal branches has been increasingly applied in recent studies [27, 39, 41] , though largely without targets. The alternative, sometimes used [36, 37] , involves counting areas protected only for the tips and treating internal branches as protected if any one of their descendants is protected. The tip-targets approach to PD conservation is based on a reasonable premise that a lineage persists if even one of its descendant species persists. This logic is sound only if meeting reservation targets can guarantee the persistence of a given species, and thus of its lineage, but this is rarely the case in conservation planning. Achieving targets to reserve part of the range of a species can only improve the probability-but not guarantee-that a species or clade persists. We, therefore, argue that a branch should not be considered protected on the basis of a single descendent tip meeting its target; instead, the protection required for any part of the phylogeny should take account of how widespread its extant descendants are, with more protection required for more widespread clades, to enhance their likelihood of persistence.
The tip-targets approach may not lead to good conservation outcomes in cases where a large clade is treated as protected if a single, narrowly distributed species meets its reservation target (electronic supplementary material, figure S9 ). For example, if we consider a branch that has as its descendants a large cosmopolitan clade (e.g. the Rodentia), should we count the PD of that branch as adequately protected if a single endemic species on a small island was well conserved? In many cases, the targets for internal branches will be easily met while meeting the targets for their descendent species, but if the logic is right, then the method will handle the trade-offs for which the PD metric was devised. rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20170627
One reason targets are needed is that we often do not know how likely a species is to persist, especially for large, global groups. When there is more detailed knowledge of probability of persistence under different conservation options, this targetbased method could be customized, for example using probabilistic PD [51] . Despite the conceptual difference, for a large conservation estate the performance of the two target strategies was similar, with optimization under each strategy performing well for the other. However, as the available land declined, the two approaches diverged. The same solutions (sets of selected areas) were rated as more effective for the tip-only PD targets than for the more demanding branch targets. With optimization for branch targets (in 2% land area) up to 11% more PD was deemed captured based on the tip targets, while under the tip-target strategy, the difference peaked at 30%, allowing much conservation, defined by branch targets, to be missed.
Conclusion
We find that a phylogenetically informed spatial conservation prioritization using phylogenetic branches as conservation units is substantially a more effective way of conserving the mammalian tree of life than a prioritization focused on species alone. The benefit of using phylogenetic information in conservation planning increases sharply as the area available for optimally placed conservation reserves declines, with up to 32% more PD included. We identify those areas that are likely to be essential for future persistence of evolutionary diversity in mammals and importantly show that areas differ to an important degree from the priorities identified when evolutionary relationships are ignored. Given the cost-effectiveness of including phylogenetic information in conservation planning, the potential to capture up to an additional 5943 Myr of distinct mammalian evolutionary history, simply through better choice of areas, is a strong argument for the use of phylogenetic information in conservation.
Data accessibility. Data used in this study have all been previously published, but to support replication, the data files as formatted for this study are deposited in Dryad: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad. rc416 [60] .
